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CLARIFICATION  1                                                  1 ްކްލެރިފިކޭޝަނ 

 ނަންބަރ

No: 

 

TES/2022/W-058-R02 

 ޕްރޮޖެކްޓް

Project: Construction of Island Waste Management Centers - Retender 
 

 ތާރީހް

Issued Date 

26th March 2024 

 

 ޞަފްޙާގެ ޢަދަދު
No. of Pages: -04 

 ބީ.އޯ.ކިޔު
Boq: -00 

 ކުރެހުން

Drawings: -00 

 
                                                                             Please include this clarification when submitting the bid ޖެހިވަޑައިގަންނަވާނެއެވެ ހުށަހަޅުއްވާއިރު މި ގަނޑުވެސް ހުށަހަޅުއްވަން ބީލަން

 

 

 

▪ Please find attached, answers to the queries received. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ނަން

Name: Aminath Naheen Ahmed   

 

 ސޮއި

Signature:  

 

 
Ministry of Finance                                                               ްމިނިސްޓްރީ އޮފް ފިނޭންސ              

Ameenee Magu, Male’, Republic of Maldives                                           ުމާލެ، ދިވެހިރާއްޖެ ،އަމީނީމަގ  
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CLARIFICATION 01 

 

# 
Document 

Name 
Document Reference  Query Response 

1   Bid security in the form of Insurance bond from 

authorized insurance company in Maldives is 

acceptable? 

Yes. 

2   Performance guarantee and Advance payment 

guarantee in the form of Insurance bond is 

acceptable? 

Yes, from an insurance company registered in 

Maldives. 

3   Please provide the CAD file for the drawings Please refer to addendum 01. 

4   Is the scope including supply and installation of 

waste management permanent machineries? 

No.  

Please refer to 'Employers Requirements - 6. 

Specifications - 3. Scope of the works' 

5   If yes, please provide commissioning period. Not applicable 

6   Details for Landscape work to be provided, as it is 

mentioned in the scope 

Please refer to Addendum 1. Landscaping has 

been removed from scope of works. 

7   Temporary Water and Electricity facility of each 

site (for accommodation and work) 

It’s within the scope of the contractor’s work, the 

information needs to be sought from the service 

providers of the islands. Some available 

information is given in 'Employers Requirements 

- 6. Specifications - 4. Site data' 

8   Please provide the distance of Existing Fresh water 

line and Sewer line from site premises 

The information needs to be sought from the 

service providers of the islands 

9   Please confirm the ground water well construction 

of concrete 

If question refers to use of ground water for 

concrete works, please refer to 'Employers 

Requirements - 6. Specifications - 5. Technical 

Specifications – concrete works - Water', which 

states that its is not allowed 

 

If question is referring to ground water well 

construction and concrete to be used for the 
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works, please refer to Technical Specifications – 

concrete works 

10   Is additional space provided for Storage and 

accommodation purpose in each island? 

Please refer to '8. Site Organization - Contractor’s 

Site Facilities' 

11   For Three phase main power distribution box with 

connections from the mains, please provide the 

Power requirement, cable size and length required 

to connect with mains for each Island 

The electrical drawings indicate the expected 

power used by different equipment that will be 

used in the facility in future. The cable sizing 

should be determined by contractor using an 

Single Line Diagram.  

Bidders need to determine and confirm the length 

from mains to distribution box with the service 

providers of the island. 

12   Are these 8 lots considered 1 project? Hence, 1 bid 

proposal? 

No, you can bid for 1 lot or combination of 

several lots. Each lot will be evaluated separately 

and only if a bidder is selected as the lowest 

evaluated bidder for multiple lots than the 

aggregated total as stated in Section 3 - 1.8 

Multiple contracts. 

 އއަސްަލމާް އަލއަިކމުް ،   13
 

ތިތަ މިނސިްޓރުނީް އޢިލުާން ކޮށްފއަވިާ ގުރޓޭރާ މާލޭ 
އެންވަރޔަރމނަޓްު އެންޑް ވސޭޓްް މެނޖޭމްަންޓު ޕުރޖޮެކޓްގުެ ދަށނުް 

ގއާމިުކުރުމަށް އއިލުނާްކށޮފްއަިވާ ކނުި މޖެޭނުކުރާ މރަކުަޒތުކައާި 
ސވުލާގުެ  02އޅަގުނަޑު ސފާކުށޮލްނަް ބޭނުނވްާ ގުޅޭ ގތޮުން 

 .ޖަވާބު ލިބނޭގެޮތް ހއަދްވައަި ދއެްވނުް އެދމެެވެ
 

ގެ ކނުކިށޮި ޤއާމިުކުރމުށަް ހމަޖެހިފާ  06އދަި  5ލޓޮް  .01
 ބިން ރށަގުއަި އޮތް ތނަގުެ ޗރާޓް 

 
ކނުކިޮށި ޤއާމިް ކރުމުަށް ހމަޖަހެިފއަިވާ ބމިގުައި ހރުި ކނުގީެ .02

 މއަުލމޫާތު
 

.ވމީާ، މި މއަުލމޫާތު ލިބނޭގެޮތް ހއަްދަވއަި ދއެވްނުް އެދމެވެެ . 

 

01. Information given already in '7. Site 

delineation, use, access, and possession details', 

but also attached separately for clarity 

02. The information is not readily available. 

However, the site will be cleared of existing 

garbage before we handover to the contractor. 
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14   Can I apply for multiple lots of projects in one 

submission? 

You may submit common set with each lot and 

submit separate BOQ, mobilization and 

construction schedule and personnel and 

equipment form for each lot. 

15   Do I need separate documentation for each project 

or can I submit a common set with each lot project 

BOQ and BID security? 

You may submit common set with each lot and 

submit separate BOQ, mobilization and 

construction schedule and personnel and 

equipment form for each lot. 

 


